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Coupled magneto-elastic waves in antiferromagnets with weak ferromagnetism are consid
ered. The experimental possibility of determining the exchange integrals on the basis of 
ferro-acoustic resonance in such substances is pointed out. 

IN the present paper we study coupled magneto
elastic vibrations in antiferromagnetics with weak 
ferromagnetism (crystals of the MnC03 type ) , the 
magnetic properties of which have been well ex
plored at the present time. [1•2] These substances 
have a rhombohedral lattice with two magnetic ions 
per unit cell (Fig. 1). The space group of the crys
tal D~d• in addition to translation and inversion, 
possesses two independent symmetry elements: c3 
and adt [where t means the translation C% % % )]. 
The magnetic structure is even [3] relative to trans
lation and inversion; therefore, in the construction 
of invariants, it suffices to consider the elements 
c3 and ay. with the magnetic structure even rela
tive to the ( c;) axis and odd relative to the glide 
plane ( ay ) . Consequently, M = M1 + M 2 trans -
forms as an axial vector, while L = M1 - M2 under
goes an additional change in sign under the trans
formation a_y, since the translation t enters into it. 

We write down the Hamiltonian of MnC03 in the 
form 

3£ = 3£s + 3£p + ::JCsp; 3fsp = 3£sp(l) + 3£sp(2). (1) 

The Hamiltonian (1) contains the magnetic en
ergy JCs, the elastic energy JCp, the energy of 
magnetostriction JC~~. and the energy of interac
tion, which is brought about by rotation of the tri-
gonal axis JC< 2> [ 4] while sp , 

3£. = \ dV {!!_ [(8M1 ) 2 + (8M2 )2] +a' 8M, 8M2 

j - 2 ax; OX; OXi ax; 

+ oM1M2- + ~ [(nMt)2 + (nM2)2]-W (nM1) (nM2) 

- (Mt +M2, H)- d (M1xM2v- MtvM2x)} • 

3£p =-} ~ dV {pu2 + A1 (div u)2 + A2u;k2 + A3Uzz div u 

(2) 

+ A4 (Uz;)2 + AsUzz2 +As [Uzx (uxx- Uyy)- 2u,yUxy] }• 
(3) 

3tsp<t> = ~ dV {[Yt (Mt2 + M22) + Y2M1M2 + Ya (MIZ2 + Mzz2) 

+ Y4M1ZM2z + Ys (MtxM2y -MtYM2x)] U;; 
+ [Ys (Mt2 + M22) + y7M1M2 + Ys (Mtz2 + M2z2) 

+ Y9M1ZM2z + Yto (MlxM2y- MlYM2x)] Uzz 

+ [Yn (MtiMlk + M2iM2k) + Y12M1iM2k] Uik 
+ [Yta (Ml,Mli + M2zMz;) + Y14 (M1zM2i + MliMzz)] U;z 
+ Y15 [Uix (MliM!y- M2iM2y)- U;y (MliM!x- M2iM2x)] 
+ Yl6 (Uzx (Ml,Mly- M2zM2y)- Uzy (MlZMlx- M2,M2x)) 
+ Yt7 [Uzx (MuM2y- il12zil1w)- Uzy (M1ZM2x- M2zMtx)) 

+ Yts[(Uxx -U1111) (Jlfu M1x + M2zM 2X) 

-2uxy (Mt,M1Y + M2zM21/)] 

+ Yt9 [(Uxx- Uyy) (M1ZMlu-M2,M2y) 

+ 2uxy (MuMtx- M2zM2x)J 
+ Y2o [Uzx (Mtx2- M1y2 + M2x2- M2112) 
- 2Uzy (M1xM1Y + M2xM2y)] 
+ Y21 [Uzy (}11lx2 -M1y2 -M2x2 + J'vf2y2) 

+ 2uzx(MtxMty-M2xM2y)] 

+ Y22 [ (uxx- Uyy) (M1zM2x + M2,Mlx) 

- 2uxy (Mt,M2v + M 2zMtv)] 

+ Y2a [(Uxx- Uyy) (M1,M21- M2zM1y) 

+ 2uxy (MtzM2x-M2zMv,)] 

+ Y24 [uxz (M1xM2x- MtvM 211) 

- Uzy (MtxM2Y + M2xMty)]}, 

3tsp<2> = ~ dV {~ (MtiMtz + M 2 M2,} 

+ W (M1iM2z + M2iMtz) + de;jkMtiM2k} Biz· 

(4) 

(5) 

Here a, a', o are exchange integrals, {3 and {3' 

are the constants of anisotropy, d is the Dzyalo
shinskil constant, eijk is a unit antisymmetric ten
sor, n is the unit vector along the z axis, 

Bij = 112(iJu; I axj- iJUj I iJx;), 
Uij = 112 ( iJu; I iJXj + auj I ax;). 

We assume that the field is directed along they 
axis, the magnetic moments M10 and M20 lie in 
the basal plane, and <,0 1 and <,0 2 are the angles be
tween M10, M20 and the y axis (Fig. 2). 
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FIG. 1. FIG. 2. 

We write down the Hamiltonian (1) in terms of 
the operators of creation and absorption of phonons 
(bfs• bfs) and spin waves (akj• akj ), using the 
Holstein-Primakoff transformation; [5 J 

Mix= (Mo- 1-wi+ai) sin <pj + i(~-tMo I 2) 'l•(ai- ai+)cos <vi• 

Miy = (Mo - ~i+ai) cos <vi - i (~-tMo I 2) 'J, (ai - ai+) sin <pj, 

(6) 

and the Fourier expansion for the operators aj and 
u(r ): 

a. (r) - _1_ 'V a ·keikr l -vvfl. 

u (r) = 1 ~ ers (brseifr + b,/e-ifr), 
V2pV ts Y ffirs 

Here j is the index of the sublattice, s is the index 
of polarization. 

The Hamiltonian (2) takes the form 

::fes = 2J {A (a~ka1k + a;ka2k) + B (a1ka2-k + a~ka;_k) 
k 

+ C (alka;k + a~ka2k) + 1/2D (a1ka1-k 

where 

A = !lMo (rxk2 + 6 - 112~ + 2dYJv), 

B = !lMo [(rx'k2+ 6) v2- 1I2W+dY]v], 

(8) 

The values of the angles v = sin cp and TJ = cos cp 
are found from the equation of the ground state: 

H 0viMo-20Y]v-d(YJ2 -v2) =0. (10) 

The Hamiltonian of the system of phonons (3) 
has the form 

::Je p = ~ ffiksbJ~sbks 
k,s 

+ . ~ ~kss' [ btsbks' + bksbts•- bksb-ks'- bt.b:J-ks' ]. (11) 
k, s, s' 

We shall not write out the tensor !3kss' for an ar
bitrary direction of propagation of the sound [the 
corresponding expression can be obtained from 
Eqs. (3) and (7)]. 

If the sound wave is propagated along a three
fold axis, then the tensor f3kss' has the form 

Q k2 z z 
!-'kss' = 16 ( )'I [ ekseks' ( 4A.a + 3}.,4 + 4A.s) + A. 46ss'] , 

P ffiksffiks' ' 

whence it is easy to see that in this case two waves 
are transverse while the third is longitudinal. The 
velocity of the transverse waves is equal to 

Ct2 = (2A.2 + A4) I 4p, 

while the velocity of longitudinal waves is 

c12 = (A! + J,2 + A.a + A4 + As) I p. 

With the help of the canonical u, v transforma
tion, 

i=1,2, (13) 

we reduce the Hamiltonian (8) to diagonal form: 

::fes = ~. BjkCjk+Cjk• (14) 
k,j 

where Ejk is the spectrum of spin waves: [SJ 

e1 = [(A + B + C +D) (A + C - B -D) ]'1•, 

Bt = [(A + B- c -D) (A +D-B- C) J'f'. (15) 

Similarly, one can reduce the Hamiltonian (11) 
to diagonal form 

::Jep = ~ Wks dk/ dks, (16) 
k, 8 

where dks and dks are the creation and annihila
tion operators of modified acoustic waves, 

In the case under consideration, the difference 
Uss - Vss is equal to 

Uss - Vss = ( ffihs I W>J<s) 'h. 

(17) 

(18) 

By use of Eqs. (4), (5), (13), (17), and (18), one 
can find the spin-phonon interaction Hamiltonian, 
JCsp in this case: 

MP 'V • + + 
Ubsp = LJ (Yiks Cjk- YiksCj-k) (d-ks- dks), (19) 

i. k, 8 
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where 

1 (M02 )'1• - "I• 1 .(A+ C- B- D )'I• 
Tikty= 2 pc 2 (fLMorot) ll 28 Ayz 

t ~ 1 

_ (A + B ~1C + D f' Buz J , 

Ayz = ('\'17- V1s- V1a)v + ('\'12 + vu + 2yu + '\'1s)"l] 

+ (~ + ~1)1]-'Vd, 

Byz = 2v20(v2 - "1]2)- '\'2& + 4V21"1]v, 

Axz = (2vu + '\'13- V12- '\'1&)V + (Vts + '\'16 + '\'17)"1] 

-W- ~)v- "ljd, 

B:xz = 2vzt ( "1]2 - v2) + 4V20"1J'V, S = - 2V2"1J'V + Vs ( "1]2 - v2), 

Bu = - 2V7"1J"V + V1o ( "1]2 - v2). 

We note that in this case only the transverse sound 
wave with polarization along the y axis interacts 
with the low-frequency branch of spin waves E1• 

The other sound waves interact only with the high
frequency spin waves. 

By taking (14), (16), and (19) into account, one 
can reduce the Hamiltonian (1) to diagonal form, 
transforming to the creation and annihilation oper
ators of coupled magneto-elastic waves, and find
ing the dispersion law of these waves: C7 J 

(ro2_ 81z) (ro2- 822) (ro2- o;;z) (ro2- ~12) 

- 4J 'Ytty 12 8tWt ( ro2 - 822) ( ro2-~12 ) 

-41 '\'2 xl28;;;t(ro2- 8t2) (ro2- wz2) 

-41 v2zl2 82roz(ro2 - 812) (ro2- w12} = o. (20) 

If the sound wave is propagated along the x axis, 
then 

It is then seen that the transverse wave with the 
polarization vector along the y axis does not in
teract with the other two acoustic waves. One can 
show that only this transverse wave interacts with 
the low-frequency spin waves, while the dispersion 
equation which describes this interaction has the 
form 

' 1 ( M02 )'I• _ 
'\'It = -- -- (f.LMowt) 'I• 

y 2 PCt2 / 

[·(A+C-B-D)'I• -(A+B+C+D)'I• J X ~ 2 Axu 2 Bxu , 
8t 8t 

Axu = 2[ ('\'19- vzs)v- (y1s + ''22}"1J], 

Bxy = V12 - 4v1s"I]'V + 2vu ( "1]2 - v2). 

(23) 

As is seen from the dispersion equations (20) and 
(22), the coupling between the sound and spin waves 
is especially large at resonance, when the frequency 
of the spin wave is identical with the frequency of 
the sound wave. Far from resonance, the disper
sion equations describe sound and spin waves that 
are virtually non-interacting. 

As is well known, the ferro -acoustic resonance 
can be observed from the increase in sound absorp
tion, by the change in the velocity and by the rota
tion of the plane of polarization of the sound. By 
knowing the frequency of the ferro-acoustic reso
nance, one can experimentally determine the ex
change integrals in the spin wave spectrum for 
MnC03• 

The energy spectrum (15) can be represented in 
the form 

812 = 8u2(aku} 2 + 9..L2(ak..L) 2 + f.L2H 0 (Ho + Hd}, (24) 

822 = 8112(aku)2 + 9i2(ak..L) 2 + f.L2HoHA; (25) 

811 = a-1 ~-tMo[26 (au - au') J'f', 
8..1. = a-1f.LMo[26(a..L- a..L')]'f•, 

Ho = 26Mo, IIA =MoW-~}, Hd = dMo. 

In view of the fact that the second branch of the 
spin waves E2 always has a large energy gap, the 
observation of ferro-acoustic resonance with this 
branch is difficult. The gap in the spectrum is 
brought about by the external magnetic field; there
fore, in weak magnetic fields H0, one can observe 
resonance with the sound wave. 

To find the exchange integrals from the frequen
cies of ferro-acoustic resonance, we represent the 
dispersion equations in the form: [B] 

(k2 - k12} (k2 - k,.2 - ik,.x) - k2~ = 0, 

where for k II n 

(26) 

k,.2 = [ro2 - ~-t2Ho(Ho + Hd}] I 8u2a2, k,.x = 26yrol e 112a2, 

~ = 41 Vttu l281 I rot8u2a2, 

and for k 1 n 

k,.2 = [ro2- f.L2Ho(Ho + Hd)] I e..L2a2, k,.x = 26vro/ e..L2a2, 

~ = 4lv/tyl 281/ Wt8..L2a2, 
y is the relaxation constant of the magnetic mo

(22) ment. 
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As is seen from the solution of the dispersion 
equation (26) 

1 
k1,22 = 2 {kt2 + k"2 + ~ + ik"x 

(27) 

the resonance sets in when 

(28) 

in this case, the width of the line of ferro-acoustic 
resonance is equal to 

llklk= i(k"x) 2 -4kt2~l'hlkt2 • (29) 

Condition (28) is fulfilled when the frequency of 
sound w > 109• 

For resolution of the lines of ferro -acoustic 
resonance relative to the lines of ferromagnetic 
resonance, it is necessary that D.k/k « 1. This 
condition is satisfied only for frequencies w ;::_ 1011, 

or at much lower frequencies in the special case of 
coincidence of the value of the coupling parameter 
?; with the damping in the system K (kf-!K = 2kt-/T). 

From (28), we get the coupling of the frequency 
of ferro-acoustic resonance wr with the frequency 
of ferromagnetic resonance w0 = [ f-! 2H0 ( H0 + Hd ) ]112: 

w; 11 -wo2 = (8112a2 I c12) (w; 11 - Ct2 ~), (30) 

w~.l-wo2 = (81.2a2 I Ct 2) (w;.l- Ct2~). (31) 

By experimentally determining the dependence of 

the frequencies of ferro-acoustic and ferromag
netic resonance on the value of the external field 
H0, one can find the Curie temperatures ®11 and ®1. 

Similarly, one can consider the interaction of the 
low frequency branch of the spin waves E 1 with the 
longitudinal sound waves. In this case, it is neces
sary to direct the wave vector k at an angle with 
respect to the x, y, or z axes. 

In conclusion, the authors express their grati
tude· to 0. V. Kovalev for valuable discussions. 
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